
What is Direct Lending?
Put simply, Direct Lending is old-fashioned lending, just without the 
bank. As tougher regulations have changed the post-financial crisis 
landscape, traditional banks have become more cautious and have 
cut back on business lending. That’s created an opportunity for a 
growing and innovative group of new lenders who are offering loans 
to typically mid-size companies. It’s a dynamic and growing sector, 
and Goji are happy to support growing UK businesses. 

The Direct Lending sector is growing. Over 160,000 retail investors 
have already invested in this asset class1. Some of the UK’s highest 
profile investors have also invested in the sector, including Neil 
Woodford, Blackrock, L&G and Aviva.
1 Source: P2Pfa.org/data

Why invest in Direct Lending through a SIPP?
Up to now it’s been difficult to invest in a Direct Lending via a SIPP. 
But the Advisers we work with have told us the attributes of Direct 
Lending investment align strongly with the needs of their SIPP clients: 

It’s a natural income generator: returns on loans are paid back 
monthly, containing capital and interest payments, therefore 
providing a ready income stream. 

It makes planning for income simpler: the characteristics of 
Direct Lending make it simpler to plan for income because of its 
predictable, low volatility returns. 

It provides higher returns than cash deposits: Using the Altfi 
Returns Index (ARI) as a proxy for UK Direct Lending, the Index  
has delivered net annualised returns ranging between 4.5% and  
7% since 2006. Goji’s average return since inception is 5.4%.

It’s less volatile than traditional fixed income and equities:  
Relative to other asset classes, Direct Lending has lower volatility, 
suggesting there is potential for improved returns for a given level  
of risk in a typical portfolio. 

It offers valuable diversification:

Portfolio level – Direct Lending investments behave differently  
to other investments such as corporate bonds. The green table  
to the right shows how it correlates to mainstream assets held  
in a typical portfolio. 

Asset level – individual loan parts are available across different 
lending sectors and a variety of platforms.

Lending should prove resilient through economic cycles: 
Hymans Robertson, a City-based actuarial firm, stress-tested 
a major Direct Lender’s loan book in the event of an economic 
downturn. Taking into consideration hundreds of thousands of loans 
and many credit scenarios, the net return to investors remained 
above 5% when using PRA stress testing scenarios.

It can enhance the longevity of portfolios: The low volatility,  
and steady returns, of Direct Lending investments helps to support 
greater longevity of portfolios in drawdown compared to more 
volatile portfolios.

Flexibility: Since Goji’s products offer monthly liquidity, investors 
may be able to access their capital (or a portion of it) if they require  
it for a flexible or regular drawdown payment.
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Annualised volatility (%)
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Enhances longevity in retirement portfolios

This document provides you with the key points about the Goji SIPP and should be read with the Terms and Conditions document and other supporting material.
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£

Annual Administration Fee 0.45% of funds subject to a minimum of £500 per annum (charged monthly)

Transfers In £0

Establishment £0

Benefit Crystalisation Calculation £150

Annual Income Drawdown Fee £175

Review of Pension Income £100

Settling Death Benefits £175

Transfer Out £200

The Goji SIPP allows investment into Goji’s products via a Self Invested Personal Pension (SIPP), allowing you to grow your 
retirement fund in a tax efficient manner. You can currently only invest in The Goji SIPP via a regulated Financial Adviser. 

Costs and charges of the Goji SIPP

How to invest in the Goji SIPP
Opening a SIPP:
A Goji SIPP can be opened directly through the Goji Platform 
and managed by financial advisers and para-planners through 
the Platform. 

Clients can view their SIPP investments through their client login.

Contributing to a SIPP
Clients can contribute to the Goji SIPP by either: 

• One-off payments or

• Transfer of pension benefits from other suitable
pension arrangements

Investment through Goji places your capital at risk and returns are not guaranteed. It is important that you read and understand all risks before investing. All information 
provided is accurate to the best of Goji’s knowledge, however cannot be relied upon as investment advice. We recommend you talk to a qualified financial adviser 
before making an investment decision. Investments are only available to certain specified persons who are sufficiently sophisticated to understand the relevant risks.

Goji and Goji Investments are trading names of Goji Financial Services Limited (GFSL) which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority  
(FRN: 805323). The Financial Services Compensation Scheme does not cover investment performance, but eligible investors may have rights to compensation  
in the event of Goji becoming insolvent (for further details, see www.fscs.org.uk)

GFSL is a company registered in England and Wales (no. 10234133) with registered office The Office Group – 133 Whitechapel High St, London E1 7QA.  
www.goji.investments
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This document provides you with the key points about the Goji SIPP and should be read with the Terms and Conditions document and other supporting material.

Goji
Goji Financial Services Limited (“Goji”) was established  
in 2015 and is an FCA regulated investment manager that 
focuses on the Direct Lending sector with over £100m of 
Direct Lending assets. Goji manages a diversified portfolio 
of alternative credit assets on behalf of professional and 
private clients.

Goji has built and operates a proprietary investment platform 
that facilitates investment into Direct Lending. Goji’s platform 
provides investors and financial advisers with the ability to 
manager their investments and their SIPP.

Goji is regulated and authorised by the FCA (FRN: 805323).

Morgan Lloyd 
Morgan Lloyd SIPP Trustees Limited is the Trustee of  
the Goji SIPP and Morgan Lloyd SIPP Services Limited is 
the Administrator ensuring the scheme is administered in 
accordance with the applicable rules and legislation. The 
scheme is established under Trust and registered with H M 
Revenue and Customs (HMRC). It is governed by a Trust Deed 
and Rules. When you apply for a Goji SIPP, Morgan Lloyd SIPP 
Services Limited will establish a plan for you within the scheme 
which is established under trust and registered with HMRC. 
Each Goji SIPP is governed by the Trust Deed and Rules, which 
sets out how Morgan Lloyd must operate the scheme. A copy 
of the Trust Deed and Rules is available on request. 

Morgan Lloyd SIPP Services Limited is regulated and 
authorised by the FCA (FRN: 516447)

www.fscs.org.uk
www.goji.investments

